The four panels represent stages of a single animated sequence created and run in real time on the Aurora/100 by Mike Buettner of KPIX-TV in San Francisco. Each new image in the sequence is "popped" onto the preceding one, using Aurora's two-plane animation software, which provides an entire second plane of picture information to be displayed over the first plane in a variety of ways. The letters (from the Aurora's built-in charactergenerator) rapidly appear one at a time, and the underlines grow to fit each title. The sequence can be paused at any time to follow a narration. Usually the output medium for such a sequence is videotape, but it is occasionally broadcast live from the systems directly to air.
The images were taken off the Aurora/ 100 System with a Matrix QCR camera at 4000-line resolution, using Aurora's new high-resolution software package.
developed rapidly. The well-known Aurora graphical menu enables noncomputer-oriented people to use. the system easily. I myself have no technical computer knowledge; my background is in graphics.
Aurora/lOO Systems are installed worldwide in television stations, video production facilities, and corporate media departments. Aurora's real-time animation capabilities are typically used for quickturn-around news and weather graphics,
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BlF»OET CUTS training diagrams, charts, and promotional title sequences. A new breed of entrepreneur is springing up: one who buys a graphics system, hangs out a shingle saying "Computer Videographics," and rents time to clients for all manner of applications. Advantages of such systems over traditional means of producing art include the rapid alteration of pictures at the late stages of completion. A press of a button can change a range of colors in the painting without altering the rest of the picture. Animations can be run at various speeds, and sequences can be quickly modified and rerun, then output directly to videotape.
We used the cover picture for Aurora's corporate Christmas card, and now we use it to join with the IEEE Computer Society in wishing a merry holiday season to all the graphics artists, engineers, scientists, and others who read IEEE Computer Graphics and Applications. Damon Rarey, co-founder of Aurora Systems and currently vice-president for Graphic Services, received his BA in Art from Yale University in 1968. Since then he has worked in graphics and animation in the San Francisco Bay Area, including his tenure as graphics director of KQED-TV's national PBS series, Over Easy. His principal contribution to the Aurora/100 System is development of the artist interface (menu) and fundamental planning for system features.
